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Intro 

After giving a lecture about aircraft crashes in the municipal of Bergen one of 

the listeners approach me. His name is Leo de Rijk and he is 85 years old. Leo 

told me we missed a crashsite in that area.  

According to Leo an aircraft crashed close to his home in Afferden (municipal 

Bergen) were he lived during the war years. They were evactuated on 15-10-

1944 and returned around March 1945. After returning to their home they 

noticed lots of alumium laying around in the woods close to their home. It 

looked like a crashed airplane but no big pieces were observed. 

A few years after the war a big bomb was found close to the crashlocation 

during work in the forest. Leo thought the bomb could be related to the aircraft 

crash. He had no idea of the nationallity of the crashed aircraft. 

Archeological research 

Leo took Sjaak the Veth my co- investigator from Planehunters and myself to 

the crashlocation.  
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On location we found parts of a crashed aircraft with our detectors and it was 

clearly from a German aircraft. 

 

The part above has a inspection stamp “BA” it is a German identifier meaning  

“Bundes Ambt”.  It was used by the German authorities as quality stamp. 

No large objects were found and the small parts did not give away the German 

type of aircraft that crashed at the location. Some 2cm broken ammunition was 

found mechanically fired. Interesting is that the main fighters used the 

electrically fired MG 151/20! 

A second visit to the crashsite gave some more clues about the possible aircraft 

type. Hans Ploes a German researcher confirmed the number on this part as 

being from a weapon pylon ETC 50. 
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A sample picture from an ETC 50 found on the internet 

 

Also this part was carried by most German fighter/bombers and did not give 

away the type of aircraft at the crashsite. 

The next part gave us a good indication, a handle that was located in the 

cockpit. It was not 100% proof because it did not carry a identification number.  

Also it was not determined if this was exclusively used on the Ju-87. 
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Cockpit Ju-87 Stuka which shows the handle. 

 

At the third visit to the crashsite a part was found with a number on it that 

confirmed it was a Ju-87 Stuka (R8-87.950-01). The subtype Stuka could not be 

determined by this number but according to Hans Ploes it had to be a D serie 

aircraft or higher.  In the number manual of the Ju87 A and B the number was 

not known. So this number had to be from a later version Ju-87. 
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Also 2cm ammunition ( mechanically fired) was found confrming a D type Ju-

87,  2cm ammunition was first carried from the D version onwards. 

 

Also a piece of a bombtail was discover just below the surface. 
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Part of the tail from a 500Lb German bomb example picture on next page 

 500Lb German bomb 

Crash determination 

All parts were found in a relative small area from about 30 by 50 metres. About 

40 meters from that area there was a sort of impact crater were some rusted 

iron parts were found not sure if they are aircraft.  No trail of parts were found 

between these 2 positions. The OGF showed negative on deeper parts. 

   

Main finds area                                              possible impact crater 

 The only indication from a fire were some clumps of molten aluminium, on all 

the other parts no fire damaged was found. Parts found and identified were a 

small piece of the tire, from the cockpit area a buckle and the handle grip. 

Further finds were an external power plug and from the arnament 2cm 

ammunition, the part of the external bombrack ETC50  and part of a bombtail. 
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Also a coverpart from a MG was found. Otherwise mainly not identified small 

aluminium parts or rusted iron parts.  

 

 

 

Identication crashed aircraft 

First the known Ju-87 crash sites were checked in the SGLO files. Only 2 Ju-87 

crashes were close to the crashsite being Groesbeek and Venray. 

 

 

 

Investigation on the Ju-87 crash in Groesbeek did not reveill the exact position 

of the crash. There is a possibilty the Groesbeek crash was in Afferden due to 

the close proximity of both locations to each other.The national museum 

Groesbeek had no information other then in the SGLO files was stated. The 

SGLO files themself refer to the book of Möller (page 9) for crashposition 
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This crash is discribed in the book from Möller. 
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The crashsite and the hospital Gaesdonk are very close!! 

 

This crash in Groesbeek was on 2 Oct 1944 and that rules out this aircraft 

crashed in Afferden because the inhabitants were evacuted 15 Oct 1944. The 

witness is very clear about that and Jack Haumann checked the evacuation date  

with the municipal files. In some literature the evacuation date off 20-10-44 is 

mentioned. 

 Investigation into the crash from 23 December 1944 gave no hard evidence it 

ever crashed in Venray. There was no background information in the SGLO files 

that proofed the crash.  Another investigator Hub Groeneveld was approached 

and his information was the Ju-87 crashed in Waldorf Germany. Below the 

Mosquito claim from 24/25 dec 1944 

 

Jacques Haumann contacted the city of Waldorf who confirmed 2 crashes in 

their community but not in december 1944 also not a Ju-87. In the book of 

Möller this encounter is explained,  Möller suggests that the Ju-87 dropped a 

bomb and the mosquito crew took the explosion as the crashsite of the 
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airplane. So there is a possibility that this aircraft reached the Afferden area 

before it  crashlanded according Möller.  From Möllers book it seems the pilot 

in this Plane was called Girnatus. 

The situation from this claim  on the map.  The coordinate from the mosquito 

crew E9623 ( bomb or aircraft?) relates to the town of Walbeck. 

 

Next possible candidate was offered by Hans Ploes:  on 10-02-45 NSGr.2 Ju-

87D3 ,werk nr. 2735 with Friedrich Postels (pilot) and Ogefr. Günter Henze. 

Both were KIA. There was no further information available on this crash. 

 Also there was a rather hard to proof issue with the 2cm ammunition found 

because it was fired mechanically. Initial thought was that the MG151/20 from 

the Ju-87 was fired electrically!  Hans Ploes was very helpfull with this. 

Quoting Hans Ploes: 

I had a deeper look into Ju 87 and weapon manuals. I'm now quite sure that 

the MG 151 in the wing roots were fired mechanically. The EA 151/1 was used 

in both weapons. To fire the weapon electrically the firing pin was changed 

and the weapon needed a additional electrical power line VEZ 151 A. This 

power line was not used in the Ju 87. This means the mechanically fired 

cartridges you found are correct for a D-5 wing. Concerning the possible D-3 

loss. Nachtschlachtstaffeln were usually equipped with D-5, D-7 or D-8 aircraft. 

according to the manuals I have checked now the D-7 was a former D-1 with 

D-5 wing and the D-8 a former D-3 with a D-5 wing. If the D-3 2735 was in fact 

a D-8 (D-3 with D-5 wing) the MG151/20 will fit as well. This makes 10 

February 1945, 2/NSGr. 2, Ju 87D-3, 2735, D3+SK. Fw Friedrich Postels (pilot) 

and Ogefr. Günter Henze (radio operator) both KIA again a good candidate. 

That means all D type’s Ju-87 and up could be our crashed aircraft. 
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Conclusion. 

The found parts of the Ju-87 at the crashlocation point towards a fatal crash. 

From the 3 possible candidates one does not fit in the crashdate window and is 

given at another position. The second is a possible crashlanding and seems not 

to fit with the finds. The third possible aircraft of pilot Postels could be the 

aircraft found but there is not enough background information to prove it. 

So unless new facts come forward it is an unknown Ju-87 crash from the 

subtype D or higher based on the found part with the identification number and 

the 2cm ammunition. 
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